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This professional development course is 
designed for engineers and technicians 
who work in the electrical field. It will help 
you understand the importance of the 
proper design of electrical equipment in 
avoiding arc flash incidents and ensuring 
safety in the event of an arc flash.

Avoiding arc flash incidents and the resulting injuries is one 
of the biggest challenges facing electrical workers. 

It requires adequate attention in the stages of system 
planning, design, installation, operation, and maintenance. 
Today, a considerable body of knowledge exists as a result 
of research efforts, and is available to designers and 
maintenance engineers in the form of standards such as 
IEEE 1584 and NFPA 70E.

This course will detail the basis of this approach, and also 
the significant advances that have been made in the area 
of Personal Protective Equipment made of Fire Resistant 
fabrics and rated for different levels of thermal exposure.

Prevention, however, remains the best form of protection, 
and switchgear manufacturers have made considerable 
design advances to ensure that the effect of arc flash 
incidents is contained within the enclosure of switchgear 
(often called arc flash resistant switchgear). Methods of 
testing such switchgear have also evolved simultaneously.

Another critical factor is the approach to avoid arc 
incidents within the switchgear by proper design and 
maintenance and techniques to reduce the severity of the 
flash should such incidents occur. These will form the key 
focus areas of this course.

Course Overview

Specifications

Campus Online

Duration 3 Months

EIT Course Code CAF

Time Commitment
You are expected to spend approximately 5-8 
hours per week learning the course content. This 
includes attending fortnightly webinars that run 
for about 90 minutes to facilitate class discussion 
and allow you to ask questions. This professional 
development program is delivered online and has 
been designed to fit around full-time work.

The course is composed of 12 modules, covering the dangers of arc flash 
incidents to working personnel and their impact on equipment, as well as 
how to prevent arch flashes and safety in the event of one.

Program Structure

Certification
To obtain a certificate of completion, students 
must achieve a 65% attendance rate at the live, 
online fortnightly webinars. Detailed summaries/
notes can be submitted in lieu of attendance.  In 
addition, students must obtain a mark of 60% in 
the set assignments which could take the form of 
written assignments and practical assignments. 
Students must also obtain a mark of 100% 
in quizzes. If a student does not achieve the 
required score, they will be given an opportunity 
to resubmit the assignment to obtain the required 
score.

Module 1: Electrical Hazards Module 2: Arc Flash and its Effects Module 3:  Fundamentals of 
Power Systems

 › Hazards with examples: electric 
shock, arc flash events, working 
at heights, working in confined 
spaces, fire and explosion, 
mechanical hazards

 › Common electrical equipment 
and hazards posed

 › Definitions
 › Reasons for arc flash events
 › What really happens in an arc flash 

event?
 › Hazards to personnel in the vicinity

 › Configurations
 › Equipment used
 › System earthing and its role
 › Protective earthing and its role
 › Faults and types of faults
 › Bolted faults and arc faults

Module 4: Calculation of Fault 
Currents

Module 5: Protection in Power 
Systems

Module 6: Arc Flash Studies – 
Codes and Standards

 › Fundamentals of short circuit 
calculations

 › Simplifying assumptions
 › Ohmic impedance and per unit 

impedance
 › Base KVA of a system and its use 

in calculations
 › Fault calculation approach for a 

simple system
 › Earth faults and the importance 

of system earthing
 › Mitigation of fault levels

 › Fundamentals of power system 
protection

 › Protection attributes
 › Protective devices (fuses, built-in 

release and relays)
 › Time-current characteristics
 › Impact of bolted faults on tripping 

time
 › I2t: the important factor in 

deciding the hazards of faults
 › Commonly used protection 

approaches

 › OSHA 29 C FR – part 1910
 › National Electrical Code N FPA 

70E – standard for electrical 
safety in the workplace

 › IEEE Standard 1584
 › Definitions used in arc flash 

study

Module 7: Arc Flash Study Detailed 
Procedure

Module 8: Data Collection and 
System Modeling

Module 9: Determining Arc Flash 
Hazard Risk Category

 › Flash protection approach 
boundary

 › Detailed arc flash study
 › Calculation of working distance 

and flash boundary as per IEEE 
Standard 1584

 › Data for calculation of fault 
currents

 › Modes of operation
 › Lower short circuit conditions with 

long tripping times

 › Detailed examples and 
exercises simplified tables 
approach

 › Matrix table
 › Single line diagram approach
 › Short circuit study report 

coordination
 › Hazard risk category for metal-

clad switchgear 1kv and above
 › NFPA 70E table 130

Module 10: Reducing Arc-Flash 
Hazard

Module 11: Personal Protective 
Equipment Made of FR Clothing Module 12: Project Work

 › Mitigation of energy by reduced 
short circuit current and faster 
protection

 › Overvoltage protection to reduce 
insulation failure risk

 › Reducing the risk of arc flash by 
better equipment design

 › Providing arc vents to direct arc 
away from operator

 › Containing internal arc flash by 
switchgear that is arc resistance

 › Avoid local operations and live 
work

 › Better maintenance practices

 › The evolution of Flame Resistant 
(FR) fabrics

 › The various types of FR fabrics that 
are available in the marketplace

 › FR fabrics and the effects of 
undergarments

 › Limitations of FR fabrics
 › Test method ASTM F 1959
 › Garment construction standard 

ASTM F 1506-02a

 › Apply the principles learned 
and calculate the arc flash 
protection boundary and 
incident energy for a panel and 
prepare an arc flash label
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As an online student, you 
will benefit from EIT’s unique 
personalized synchronous delivery 
methodology that encourages 
you to advance your knowledge 
while balancing life and work 
commitments.

The EIT Online
Learning Experience

Dedicated Learning Support Officers 
 
EIT students are supported by dedicated Learning Support 
Officers (LSOs) for the duration of their studies. The LSO 
team provide individualized support to each student based 
on their personal course requirements, enabling our students 
a greater chance of succeeding. 

If you choose to study a professional certificate, vocational 
graduate certificate, diploma, or advanced diploma, one 
person is dedicated to you for the duration of your studies. 
Students studying our higher education programs will have a 
committed LSO for each unit of study.

Remote and Virtual Labs 
 
Our lab hosting platform connects you to remote and virtual 
labs in real-time. Once connected, you will have access 
to a wide range of engineering software and connected 
hardware, which will be used in practical assessments.

Remote Labs

Electromeet connects you to hands-on remote labs in which 
you control physical equipment and sensors equivalent to 
the traditional university engineering lab. The practicals 
are interactive, controllable, variable, and viewable over 
webcams in real-time.

Virtual Labs

Electromeet hosts simulation software for a multitude of 
engineering applications, including modeling and analysis, 
science education, programming, power network design, 
construct models, design and drafting, industrial process 
control, and virtual plant field operations.

“Studying online with EIT made me manage my 
life in a great way. I can enjoy work life, family 

time, and study at the same time.”

Ishmael Muumbe

Engaging and 
Interactive

“As a LSO I love supporting our students on their learning 
journey and ensuring their experience with EIT is a positive 

and rewarding one.”

Emily Levy 
EIT Learning Support Officer

Live and Interactive Tutorials

Students participate in live interactive tutorials with lecturers 
and other students. You are not simply given recorded videos 
to watch on your own.

Tutorials are live, interactive sessions conducted over 
the Internet using advanced web-conferencing software. 
Students join the lecturer and other participants from around 
the world in an online ‘virtual classroom.’ You are able to 
watch a presentation and communicate with the lecturer 
and other students in real-time with audio, a chatbox, and a 
variety of other interactive activities.

These tutorials will help to keep you motivated and engaged 
throughout the duration of the program. They usually 
last between 60 and 90 minutes, depending on student 
interaction.

Flexibility

Dates and times of live tutorials are communicated to 
students when they are enrolled onto their units in the 
learning management system for the upcoming study period. 
We endeavor to provide dates and times of live tutorials for 
students in various timezones, so that students can attend.

All live webinars are recorded and made available to students 
through our Learning Management System to watch as 
often as desired. Student attendance to the live webinars is 
monitored by our dedicated Learning Support Officers who 
also audit the session and the lecturers or instructors to 
ensure proper delivery.

eLibrary

We pride ourselves on providing you with quality learning 
resources.  All teaching materials are delivered via our 
learning management system, Moodle, including lecture 
and tutorial slides, and a comprehensive reading list.  We 
also provide access to an extensive online eLibrary and 
a wide range of engineering-focused library collections, 
including over 160 technical engineering manuals.

The eLibrary also contains additional information to 
support students, including referencing guidelines, links 
and guides to open-access resources, and thesis papers 
written by our master’s graduates.
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FIND OUT MORE AT WWW.EIT.EDU.AU
The information contained in this publication is accurate and current at the date of publishing (May 2021).
For the most up-to-date information, please visit our website: www.eit.edu.au

Ready to apply?
To apply, please fill out the form on the course page and 
one of our experienced Course Advisors will guide you 
through the application process. 

Alternatively you can contact your nearest EIT office by 
telephone, please see our website for international EIT 
Office contact details. 

Entry Requirements 

There are no formal entry requirements for this course. 

These courses are aimed at those working in industry in 
technical positions who want to upskill or cross-skill in a 
particular field.
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Important Dates 

Please ensure you book your place at least one week 
before the start date of the program

Group Training

All our short courses can be delivered as group courses, 
which can be shortened, lengthened, or presented in a 
classroom. These courses are perfect for in-company/in-
house training and can be fully-tailored. 

For a summary of cost savings, delivery options and a full list 
of topics please email training@eit.edu.au

https://www.eit.edu.au/
http://www.eit.edu.au
https://www.eit.edu.au/courses/professional-certificate-of-competency-arc-flash-protection/
https://www.eit.edu.au/contact/

